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TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT 

I. Introduction 

The Positron Camera has been developed to a point where it 
is now used routinely in research studies and in clinical examina
tions. It is used routinely to obtain sequential dynamic images 
on a time scale as small as 0.1 seconds. The resolution on the mid-
plane is less than 1 cm and studies are under way With a high resolu
tion collimator to further decrease the resolution distance. 

-*--% has seen wide application in pulmonary studies and we believe 
the results obtained v/ith the positron camera and our NUMEDICS compu
ter system are a significant advance beyond present methods of pul-

1 c 
monary study. -"- 0 is currently being used as 02 and CO2 and we hope 
to develop simple routine methods for measuring pulmonary perfusion 

13 on the basis of inhalation. N has seen considerable application 
is labeled ammonia in the visualization of heart muscle, and we 
anticipate a marked increase in this area of our work. The produc
tion of C and l̂ F has progressed and we are currently studying a 
number of problems related to labeling with these important radio
nuclides. -

Our NUMEDICS computer system has become increasingly powerful, 
both because of additional hardware features and because of the 
rapidly increasing software available for use with this system. 
Images from the positron camera and scintillation camera can be 
collected on line, processed in a variety of manners, and displayed 
in a number of modes. Dynamic function data can be extracted from 



both the scintillation camera and the positron camera images and 
a variety of display modes for the dynamic curves have been developed. 
Studies with discrete probes are continuing using 1/4" tape as in
termediate magnetic storage with data processing by NUMEDICS. 

II. Instrument Development .. .- ~ 

A chapter, "Positron Instrumentation" to be included in Vol. 2 
of Instrumentation in Nuclear Medicine has been appended to this 
report. It describes some of our recent developments with the posi
tron camera. 

Considerable effort has been expended on the production of even 
•higher^resolution images than obtained previously. The use:of the 
camera for high resolution imaging had not been considered its 
primary role. However, the.remarkable sharpness of the images on 
the midplane have, led us to pursue this aspect further. We feel this 
will be particularly useful in the visualization of infarcted regions 
of the heart. 

The second, and related area'is the further development of the 
focusing capability of the.camera. Many of our studies to date have 
been performed with the detectors well separated so that the activity 
was very nearly on the focal plane. However, when we attempt to uti
lize tomography or focusing to visualize activity on the upper and lower 
surfaces of the heart or to image at various depths in other organs, 
the problem of patterning becomes apparent. This problem results 



from the use of discrete detectors rather than a continuous area 
i 

sensitive detector. Since one would like to defocus smoothly off 
the focal plane, the use of motion to eliminate the patterns has' 
been examined. The motion involved is very small, consisting of 
at most 1.5 inches of linear motion. A number of paths including 
lines, boxes, and circles have been studied to determine the simplest 
adequate motion. We anticipate some type of simple motion will be 
incorporated into the camera to achieve the highest resolution tomo
graphic images. 

Provision has been made for two discrete probes to be. used in 
conjunction with the positron camera. We anticipate that this will 
be used widely in many studies but particularly in pulmonary studies. 
The probes may also be of use to view activity in the carotid artery 
while the camera is visualizing the brain for brain blood flow measure
ment . 

The positron camera is routinely used to obtain coincidence 
counting rates up to 3 x 104 cps. with satisfactorily low random coin
cidence rate. We feel that this rate can be increased to at least 
6 x 104 cps. Such rates permit high quality images to be formed on 
a time scale of 0.1 seconds, 

A. Hybrid Scanner 

The hybrid scanner continues in routine use for brain tumor 
localization. Data from the hybrid scanner is stored onSL/4" tape for 
routine processing by NUMEDICS. Studies are under way to determine 
various processing procedures to improve brain images. 

i 



B. Multidetector Pulmonary System 

The eight detector array for pulmonary studies has been placed 
in operation in the Pulmonary Laboratory. The collimators have been 
designed for use with both 1^^Xe and the positronemitting short
lived gases. A mouth counter is also available for lung closure 
studies. ..... 

Data from the system is recorded on a 1/4" magnetic tape for 
subsequent computer processing. 

■"N gas and solution have been used for pulmonary studies. 0 
as O2 and CO2 has been employed to determine pulmonary perfusion on 
the basis of the washout slope following.inhalation. 

"TTIv^
r
"Cyciotron Development 

. . A. General Development and Applications of Shortlived 
Radiopharmaceuticals 

During the past year primary emphasis has been placed on utiliz
ing the positron camrra in clinical studies with simple cyclotron 
produced radiopharmaceuticals. In general radiopharmaceutical develop
ment, emphasis has been placed on the development of systems for the 
production of carbon11 and nitrogen13 labeled compounds. 

The method of production of carbon11 glucose as described by 
Lifton and Welch (Radiation Rsch. 45_: 3540, 1971) has been modified 
to increase the yield of ^Clabeled glucose and to minimize the radia
tion exposure to the chemist preparing the glucose. A system for rou
tine ''Cglucose production is being developed in a radioisotope lab
oratory near the cyclotron area to which radioactive gases can be 
pumped by remote control. 



The extracted deuteron beam current from the cyclotron has been 
increased to nearly 100 yamp. by careful repositioning of the electro
static deflector and the ion source. In the course of this readjust
ment the beam profile has been remeasured. 

The use of -1-50 has been confined predominantly to the study of 
lung edema and regional blood flow in isolated lung preparations and 
in man using both the positron camera and a multi-detector array. In 
the isolated lung, measurements using both 150-labeled CO2 and H2O, 
show that, in interstitial edema, -^O-H^O introduced intravascularly 
does not adequately lable the interstitial water pool and extravascular 
lung water is grossly underestimated. On the other hand, unless there 

1 5 is.extensive alveolar edema, 0-labeled CO2 transfer continues to be ' 
exceedingly rapid and a larger extravascular water compartment is 
labeled (Lapey, et al in preparation). 

1 5 Carbon dioxide labeled 0 has also proven a useful substitute 
for xenon-133 in the measurement of-regional pulmonary blood flow. 
An eight probe array is used routinely for the measurement of regional 
pulmonary blood flow in patients recovering from myocardial infarct 
(Kazemi, et al in, Dynamic Studies with Radioisotopes in Medicine, 
IAEA, 1971, p. 819-827 and R.J. Baker, in preparation). 

1 3 ' Earlier studies using N-labeled nitrogen gas (Greene, et al 
J. Nucl. Med. 12:719-724,. 19 71) , have been expanded to include the use 
of the positron camera. Measurement of the distribution of residual 
volume and functional capacities of the human lung have been made with 

1 o 

a bolus inhalation of -"-̂ N-labeled nitorgen gas and the positron camera 
(Greene and Burnham, J. Nucl. Med., 13:433-434, 1972).. These studies . 



have indicated, among other things, that dependent airways in the 
human lung do not ventilate well at low lung volumes and that 
residual volume is increased in patients who show evidence of air
way closure due to chronic obstructive airway disease. , 

13 
A system for the production of Nlabeled nitrogen gas in 

saline has been developed and the product has been tested for sterility 
and absence of pyrogens. Activities of !■% in solution as nitrogen 
gas in excess of lOOyCi per ml have been produced. This specific 
activity has been shown to be sufficient for clinical studies of 
regional pulmonary perfusion with the positron camera. 

Of particular interest has been the production' and clinical appli
13 

cation of Nlabeled ammonia. The method of production of deuteron 
bombardment of methane has been perfected, and yields of greater than 

1 3 
1 mc/ml of carrierfree x Nlabeled ammonia in saline are obtained. 
Preliminary measurements of myocardial perfusion in normal and in
farcted dog hearts have been carried out (Hoop., et al, J. •Nucl,, Med. 
submitted) . With this yield of' ■< N ammonia, it is a simple matter to 

13 
develop systems for the enzymatic synthesis of N labeled amino acids 
(glutamine, etc.). 

B. Other Radiopharmaceutical developments and Applications 

The preparation of ^8
Ga labeled chelates for brain scanning has 

continued under separate support. Particular emphasis has been placed 
on the development of . Ga labeled chelates with lower stability in 
iqueous solution, which yield higher tumor to brain and tumor to blood 
concentration ratios. A number of these compounds are now being tested 
clinically using both the hybrid positron scanner and the positron 



camera. Ga .labeled chelates have also been used for the production 
of some pulmonary aerosols for the study of the deposition of aerosols 
in the lung. 

The study of the production of some, fluorine18 labeled compounds 
for myocardial scanning, i.e.. tyrosine, digoxin and others have pro
ceeded under separate support using 1°F produced at the MIT Research 
• Reactor. As the preparation of these compounds reaches a clinical 
stage, it is expected that these compounds will be snythesized using 
1 Q 
■ °F. produced at the MGH cyclotron. 

•IV. Computer and Computer Interface 

Hardware 
The following hardware has been added to the NUMEDICS System: 
1.. Display 

a) The display equipment including both the disk display 
buffer and its interface to the display have been improved so that 
'we. can display 64 gray levels instead of the 32 which we had previously 
been able to display. 

b) We have added a feature which allows us to superimpose 
the image on one display disk track on. the image on another track by 
alternating from one track to another each time the image is refreshed. 
This ability allows us..to superimpose a Cartesian grid on an image for 
the purpose of specifying the coordinates of rectangular shaped regions 
of interest in the image. When these regions have been specified, their 
'Oundaries can be superimposed on the image to show the region being 
used. The count values in the regions can then be computed for each 
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frame in a series of images from a dynamic function study. 
c) A switch has been added at the MGH. positron camera terminal 

to allow either computer.controlled or device controlled display on 
the same CRT. 

d) A feature of our system which has so far gone unused is an 
interface whtich allows the display of continuous lines (vectors) 
and a constant brightness. This display mode is considerably better 
for plotting graphs than the brightness modulated raster mode which 
is desirable for gray scale image display. We have installed ax 
switch, which will allow this vector display mode to be used at the 
terminal at the computer itself. 

2. Collection 
a) The discrete probe dynamic function tape recorder and inter

face was modified so eleven channels of data could be multiplexed 
onto the 1/4" tape as compared to the previous seven, and the data 
read into the computer. 

b) A scaler was installed at the Anger camera terminal to allow 
image collection to be stopped when a specified number of counts was 
reached, either in the whole image or from the discrete probe from 
which data is collected in parallel with the image. 

c) Hardware has been added which allows the computer to synchro
nize the collection of studies with specified points on an EKG wave. 

3. Miscellaneous 
Switches have been added to' the system to prevent teletypes at 

remote terminals from interfering with computer operations when the . 
computer is not being used in time-shared mode. 
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Software 

1. General Operating System 
Our multiprogrammed operating system, CROSS, has been improved 

to handle files much more flexibly both during collection and during 
processing. Also, as the system began to be used a lot, situations 
occurred which had not come up in earlier program testing and as a 
result program errors were detected and fixed. The. system now seems 
to be operating very robustly. 

2. Collection 
A number of collection routines were written and made operational. 

Routines were written to improve collection from the Hybrid positron 
brain scanner and to translate the data from the original scanner 
pattern to a 64 x 64 matrix. Also, routines were written to translate 
positron camera data to a 64 x 64 or 128 x 128 matrix with appropriate 
orientation. Translating the data from these devices into the stan
dard format allows us to use the same processing routines on any image, 

independent of the device on which it was collected. 
A few routines were written to collect data for various dynamic 

function studies under different protocols. After it was realized 
that the number of desired protocols would be great and the order' 
of operations in these protocols could not be anticipated, it was 
decided to write a package to allow for programmable collection rou
tines. That is, we designed and are in the process of writing a pro
gram which allows the clinician to design his own protocol and specify 
it to the computer. From the specification the computer'compiles a 
routine which will collect the desired sequence of static frames 
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(i.e., frames with timing controlled by the user), and dynamic 
frames (i.e., frames with timing controlled by the computer). We 
are also in the process of developing programs to do dynamic function 
collection with double buffering so that the time needed to dump 
the computer buffer to the computer disk will not cause dead time 
between dynamic function study frames. _.. 

3. Processing 

The processing components of our operating system have developed. 
significantly in 1972. We constructed-the monitor under which all 
processing programs run and which allows application programs to use 
facilities of the operating system to read and write files, etc.. 
"The~~primary data manipulation routines such as sensitivity correction . 
and image normalization for display were modified to run under the 
new system. Many other applications were added under the new system 
including routiens allowing the plotting on the CRT of curves made 
from extracted dynamic function data and computing values associated 
with these dynamic function curves, the display of positron camera 
images in which there has been motion to improve the resolution of 
the device, the production of displays with more than one image on 
the display to allow comparison of images, arithmetic image manipula
tion routines allowing the computation of linage sums, differences, 
products and ratios. 

Also written were processing routines for image enhancement and 
three-dimensional reconstruction. In the image enhancement category 
we're programs implementing fast methods of resolution recovery, routines 
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which require less than two seconds of processing time to process 
a 64 x 64 element image by approximating two-dimensional processing 
by a sequence of one-dimensional processing in orthogonal directions. 
Also, we have written and implemented a Fast Fourier Transform program 
which will speed up convolution and thus many processing routines 
which either consist of convolution or use convolution as a subroutine. 
We are in the process of writing programs to implement various non-
stationary and nonlinear processing methods which'have promise to im
prove the quality of processed images. 

In three-dimensional reconstruction, we have improved routines 
which operate on Anger camera images and ones for MGH Positron 
camera images, to produce transverse section images on any desired 
plane from scintigrams taken at many different angles around the 
patient. These programs implement a filtering method we have developed 
which allow for improved reconstruction of" the transverse section 
images. 

Another processing system which has received some work is the 
program processing system which allows us to edit, assemble, and debug 
programs under the CROSS System, i.e., while people at other terminals 
are collecting and retrieving scintigrams. Although this system is 
not completed, we are very near the point of being able at least to 
type in and edit our programs while the CROSS System is in operation. 
This feature will allow us to move ahead much more quickly since pro
gram construction will be able to go on in parallel with clinical use. 

t ! 
I 
I 
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4. Display 

We have added one more output mode to the CROSS System, plotting 
on the graphical plotter. This mode enables hard copy of dynamic 
function curves to be produced' under CROSS. 

5. Utility N. 

We have developed a number of general utility programs needed to 
use NUMEDICS conveniently. These programs allow the following tasks 
to be carried out: 

a) List directories of files on tape and for disk. 
b) Dump a diskful of collected images to tape or dump a tape 

to disk. 
c) Clear tapes and disk. 
d) Delete files on tape and collate files from many tapes to 

one tape. 
e) Determine which terminals are doing which tasks at a given 

time. 
f) Assign display disk tracks to terminals. f 

r 
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Three Dimensional Reconstruction 

We have continued to develop and test a computer processing 
technique for determining the threedimensional distribution of acti
v * ■  '" ' '■".''' '■'■'■; 'v" V'.v ".\.' '•■, • \'\v" t' '"v'T"." "K V
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. • oi. w> i-\\s \\\i\c\\t. With Anger camera sc in t i g r ams as i n p u t s , ---£ 

:.-^.ui.L_:«o ha^ bv-en t e s t e d with phantoms and. with, a c t u a l c l i n i c a - images 

O'c t^- 'ro..ds and l i v e r s . 
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With inputs from the positron camera, the technique has been 
tested with phantoms and v/ith clinical brain images. With positron 
images we correct for absorption effects by measuring a set of trans
mission images from an external plain positron source in addition to 
the original set of emission measurements from the patient. With 
the data from the positron camera we.have been able to increase the 
final resolution by making use of the intrinsic (offset) angles that 
the positron camera provides. ■ 


